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Abstract 
use of fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) materials form 

laminates or fabrics bonded to the tension face of reinforced concrete 
(RC) members is becoming an increasingly attractive solution to 
strengthening of such elements. Central to the performance 
strengthened concrete structures is the transfer of stresses concrete 
to the FRP reinforcement through a adhesive Failure 
transfer region may result in brittle failures that must be 
account in design properly. Recent research in this area has na., .. "' ..... 

that proper understanding and of 
interface-related phenomena and failures may be 
application of mechanics theories. Hence, 
is to present fracture mechanics - both linear and .. _ ... ., ............. _,,..., ....... 
procedures for mechanisms associated with premature failures 
failures) of FRP-concrete interfaces. The implementation 
procedures in practical design equations is also demonstrated. 
Key words: Concrete, fibre reinforced polymers, 
strengthening 
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increasing decay, which is 
upgrading so structures can meet more 

strengthening of RC structures 
..., ......... _,u ...... ..,,"_, over the 

earthquake prone areas. 
techniques for strengthening 

of a relatively new class of structural 
polymers (FRP) or advanced ~'-'AA ... ...,,.,..., ... ~.., ...... 

'V~h.1L\..4.LA•...<HA.i;:;.., ...,,_,,_,. ... ...., .• .., ........ L.LU'J.A of properties not 
strengthening 

or glass 
a matrix 

...... u ............... ,...., of FRP-strengthened elements is 
concrete to the FRP reinforcement ....... ,,.."""'"""' 

this transfer region may result 
taken into account design properly. 

or plates epoxy-bonded to the tension zones 
analyzed extensively the past to a 

theories (e.g. 
1990, H'.rAC't:»ne< 

demonstrated proper understanding 
FRP-adhesive-concrete interface-related 

via the application of fracture 
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theories. Hence, the scope of 
both linear and nonlinear -
associated with premature 
implementation of these 
demonstrated. 

2 

A concrete element strengthened 
can fail in various different modes. 
ones, involving steel yielding, concrete 
modes, which may occur at the 

FRP debonding RC IU'.., .... , ...... ..,. 

According to Triantafillou and ( 1992), 
fracture mechanics to the analysis 
elements (Fig. la), the bond between 
fracture a sudden manner as 

a crack along the 
existence of such a crack are: (a) 
adhesive; (b) flexural cracking 
of the concrete surface (Fig. 1 c ); 

(a) 

Fig. 1. (a) Flexural strengthening beam; 
crack due to flexural cracking; 
unevenness of the concrete surface. 
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G =-d~~l 
of 

k =constant 
....,...,,_ ... ...,,,H,..,, ...... curve = displacement under 

load and displacement to the strain -----,...,_, 
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between carbon fibre sheets and mortar. 

anchorage zone 
a recent study, Taljsten (1996) applied 

concrete prisms strengthened with epoxy-bonded 
element analysed, shown Fig. 2b, may be ~LA~~~~A~ 

model of the anchorage zone shown in Fig. 2a. Based on 
that: (a) all materials are homogeneous, isotropic and 

' the adhesive is only exposed to shear forces; and ( c) the .......... ...,u ... , ... ..., .. ,. ... 

adherents and the adhesive, and the width of the 
throughout the line, one may the 
...,,_..,.., .............. ...., the tensile force 

bond line as follows: 

lac 
Tmax = 2bGlic -aa 

Considering (axial) deformations, and ignoring 
bending moments and the the 

(e.g. Taljsten 1996) may result following 
derivative of the compliance: 

ac I i 
-=--+--
aa Er tr 

s=s1+s2 

...- T 

~miiiii_._._.;;;;;;;;;;;;:~-= = :::1 ..........,. T 

2. ·anchorage zone; 
anchorage zone. 
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= (5) 

apparent disadvantage of the LEFM-based methods described 
, above is the assumption of linear elastic materials, an assumption which 

is typically not justified with concrete materials. Naturally, this has led to 
adoption of nonlinear fracture mechanics (NLFM) approaches, described 

the next section. 

3 failure anchorage zone 

problem of failure in the anchorage zone (Fig. 2a) may be 
approached more realistically by assuming that the bond is 
characterized by a nonlinear relationship between the local bond shear 
stress, T, and the local slip, s, as shown in Fig. 3a. Tmax in Fig. 3a is the 

strength of bond zone. Also note that the area below T - s 
curve represents the II fracture energy, Gm, which is defined as the 

required to a local bond element to shear :fracture 
( debonding). It is important to note here as clearly suggested by 

evidence, the constitutive material law of Fig. 3a and 
consequently Gm do not depend on the bond length £b, provided this 
length does not fall a certain value, £b,max· In addition to the above 
constitutive law, a crack model for shear, the physical meaning of which 
is shown in Fig. 3b, be used to derive the maximum tensile force in 

T max· Following this approach, Taljsten (1996) derived the 
T max corresponding to the geometry of Fig. 2b as 

next: 

Tmax = 1: max b(£- (6) 

g represents shape function of T - s curve. Simple shapes 
linear ascending branch, linear ascending and descending branches) 

T - s curves analytical solutions Eq. ( 6), while for more 
...., .... ,, .... ~, . ....., shapes of r - s curve numerical stepwise calculations may be 

needed. For the simplest case of linear elastic bond behaviour ( T - s curve 
with linear ascending branch) Taljsten (1996) gives the following 
expression for F in ( 6): 
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(a) 

3. (a) Local bond constitutive law according to NLFM; 
crack model for bond failure in anchorage zone. 

2 
1 max 

112 

One of the main difficulties in applying the above method 
the choice of the proper value for the mode II fracture ,..TH-••r••" 

shear tests on concrete are difficult to perform, 
pure in concrete 

Using one of these, Taljsten 996) established an 
bound to G!lf, which is the order of 1.21 Nmm/mm2

• 

We should note here that the validity of Eq. (7) has 
verified successfully by Taljsten (1996) for concrete 
steel plates and by Brosens and Van Gernert (1997) 
strengthened 

A similar NLFM approach was also employed 
(1994), failure steel plates V'UllA ...... '""'"" 

fictitious 

using the bond law of Fig. 3a with ascending and "-L...,,_,,..,"'H .... , ...... "" 

branches. Adopting the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, 
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is expressed as a function of the concrete surface's tensile strength, fctrn; 
slips Sm and s0 are derived from the deformation of a representative 

the bond zone; and the mode II fracture energy can be 
~-~AAA> ..... ~...,~ as: 

(8) 

Cf is a constant which may be determined by linear regression 
analysis of the results corresponding to fracture energy testing (e.g . 
...,.__,.._,.., . ....,, shear tests). 

for bond lengths exceeding limiting value, .eb,mm the 
force is given as: 

(9) 

is a geometry factor: 

= (1 

and be is the width concrete. Rb,max is given 

1) 

c1 c2 in Eq. and 1) may be obtained through calibration test 
results. For bond lengths .eb < .eb,max, the ultimate bond force was 
calculated according to Holzenkampfer (1994) as follows: 

T= .e b (2 .e b J 
/!_ b,max /!_ b,max 2) 

Neubauer and Rostasy 997) have recently performed 51 tests 
as in Fig. 2b) with variables the width and 

thickness of CFRP plates, the bond length and the concrete compressive 
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strength. In these tests bond failure was characterized by sudden crack 
propagation either through the concrete only (for concrete 
compressive strength fc=25 MPa) or through the 
failure) after a few centimetres of concrete failure (for fc=55 
started from the loaded end of the bond length. Despite 

modes, Rostasy and Neubauer (1997) concluded same 
fracture mechanism, dependent on the concrete fracture energy, was 
responsible for the initiation of bond failure, while the interlaminar 

was considered as a secondary effect, caused by high local 
tensile stresses (peeling effect). of model 
using the data of Rostasy and Neubauer (1997), resulted 
values for c1 and c2 Eq. (9) and (1 c1 = 0.75 c2 = 1.43, 
corresponding to a mean value of Cr= 0.204 and a ...... '-4................. deviation 
equal to 0.0527. Finally, it should be noted that set (9)-(12) 
may be considered as an appropriate tool for the design of anchorages 
in CFRP-strengthened concrete elements. 

4 Summary and 

Fracture mechanics theories are analysing 
bond failures in FRP-strengthened reinforced concrete structures. 
LEFM approaches, such as the compliance method, are 
to use but fail in accuracy by neglecting the nonlinearity concrete. 
NLFM models have been used by researchers to describe 
failure of FRP anchorage (end) zones. These models are based on 

fundamental assumption that bond failure is to II 
crack propagation, and hence the mode II fracture energy appears to 
the most important modelling parametre. Design equations 
ultimate load in the FRP are expressed terms of the fracture energy, 
which, in tum, may be related to the (tensile) strength of concrete. 

The author believes that fracture mechanics 
strengthened concrete structures is only a little beyond its J.J.JL..L•.4 .......... 

has to deal not only 
research problems analysis of failure modes 
cracking, expansion experimental database to consider various 
adhesives, concrete qualities, geometries etc.), but also 
challenging task to introduce fracture mechanics formulas 
which may be introduced in design codes. 
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